1995 chevy s10 exhaust system diagram

American thunder cat back single in dual out stainless chevy gmc 4wd kit part number. Buy a
chevrolet k exhaust system at discount prices. Walker kit with soundfx muffler click info for full
list of components. Chevy ck pickup replacement exhaust kit by walker. Find chevrolet k
exhaust systems and get free shipping on orders over 99 at summit racing. No parts for
vehicles in selected markets. Popular genuine chevrolet k parts and accessories. Regardless of
what type of engine you choose you also need to have a fully operational chevrolet k exhaust
pipe for the best performance possible. Exterior parts for chevrolet. Exhausts exhaust parts for
chevrolet silverado. Chevrolet silverado gmc sierra. Our kits will convert your single exhaust
system to a dual exhaust system with a performance muffler that will give your truck the look
sound and performance you have been searching for. Chevrolet k pickup 57l v8 exhaust
emission exhaust system kit. Flo more detail. Shop from the worlds largest selection and best
deals for parts for chevrolet silverado. If you are looking for the ultimate in quality and value
then this superior replacement exhaust kit by walker is what you need. Popular engine parts
view more chevrolet k spark plug. Though the chevrolet k was replaced by chevrolet silverado
in it had made a lot of. Skip to main content. Your chevrolet k is a fully customizable pick up
truck that comes with a number of choices regarding the transmission cabin and engine. Fits
years 12 ton chevy full size trucks. Gibson performance exhaust 6. Chevrolet k exhaust valve.
Our kits are fully customizable so you control how much you spend. Shop with confidence on
ebay. Single exhaust only 1 remaining walker Post a Comment. Hauling or family use. Choose
top quality brands dynomax flowmaster walker. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. If the factory installed
exhaust system isn't cutting it and you want to add power and torque, upgrade your Chevy S10
Exhaust Pipe. Performance and sound can be found in a variety of shapes and sizes, it just
depends on what type of pipe you are looking for and what features are most important. A free
flowing Chevy S10 Exhaust Pipe will always be your best option as it allows more air to leave
your exhaust system. Whether you have a cat back or axle system, a properly fitted pipe can
help you get the maximum horsepower without sacrificing torque or causing excessive noise.
Most pipes come in "X" or "Y" styles are either ceramic coated, stainless steel or aluminum. The
best way to choose a Chevy S10 Exhaust Pipe is to shop by your model year. They are available
for the following Chevrolet S10 years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93,
92, 91, 90, 89, This part is also sometimes called Chevrolet S10 Exhaust Pipes. I am very
satisfied with both the product supplied to me and the service involved. The pipe was of great
quality and fit well. Thank you, Parts Geek! I paid less than a third of that at Parts Geek. The
Center Pipe arrived within days, and was a perfect match for my old Chevy S I couldn't be
happier with this purchase. Thanks very much to the guys and gals that provide such a great
service! When this product arrived I was able to install with no problems. The pipe fit just the
way it should. I have parts in the past like the service I will return as needed to your website
very happy thank you very much. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a
part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA
number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We
scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
Click to Enlarge. Walker Exhaust Pipe. Features: Manufactured from aluminized steel for
durability Manufactured with precision benders for easy installation Designed to perform and fit
like original equipment Features OEM routings for hassle free installation OE-style connectors
and hangers where applicable. Walker Tail Pipe. Product Note: Tail Pipe -- If welded assembly,
replace all required parts. Product Note: Tail Pipe -- Exc. Off Road Pkg. Product SKU: W
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. AP Exhaust Exhaust Pipe. Your Chevrolet S10
Exhaust pipe is a critical part of your exhaust system in your truck. The exhaust pipe connects
the contributing parts of the exhaust system. The exhaust system is responsible for carrying
the gasses away from your car's engine. The gasses are produced when the gas and air mixes
in the combustion chamber. These gasses are harmful to us and to the environment Exhaust
Manifold and Oxygen Sensors The exhaust manifold attaches to the head of the cylinder and is
responsible for taking the gas created by each cylinder separately and combining or pushing
them into one pipe. As the gas exits the Chevy S 10 exhaust manifold there is an oxygen sensor
that measures the ratio of gas to air. This mixture can give information to the computer if your
car has the correct mixture of gas and air to allow your car to run efficiently. If not, then the
computer will instruct the vehicle to deliver more gas or less gas depending on the mixture.
Catalytic Convertor and Muffler Two other parts of the exhaust system play different roles. The
catalytic converter will convert harmful carbon monoxide and harmful nitrogen oxides into
substances that are not damaging to us or the environment. This part sits between the exhaust
manifold and the muffler. The muffler is the part of the exhaust system that does what the name

implies, it muffles the sound coming from the engine. The combustion process is a series of
small and noisy explosions. The muffler will absorb or bounce the sound waves around to
deaden the sound created by this process. The Exhaust Pipe The pipe that connects all these
pieces is the exhaust pipe. This pipe serves as the route for the gasses to exit the vehicle. Your
truck has a specific Chevy S 10 exhaust pipe size. The size of the pipe will help determine how
the exhaust functions. The pipe size can give the vehicle a different performance and gas
mileage. This is also true of a Chevy S 10 performance exhaust. Simply installing a different
exhaust can boost the performance of your vehicle and make it more fun to drive. Exhaust pipe
choices can determine how your truck runs and the life span of the exhaust pipe. The best bet
for an exhaust pipe can be one made of stainless steel to reduce the possibility of rust.
Corrosion and Replacement The biggest enemy to the exhaust pipe is corrosion or rust. The
natural by-product of the conversion of the harmful gasses that exit your engine is water vapor
or moisture. The moisture combines with the iron in the steel and creates rust. Over an
extended time, this can deteriorate the pipe. Sometimes the exhaust pipe can develop holes and
it is important to inspect to see if there is any exhaust that is leaking into the passenger
compartment of your vehicle. This is important for the safety of you and your family. To replace
the exhaust of your truck you can look at a Chevy S 10 exhaust system diagram to see exactly
how to do the job. For the parts you need for your S10 just visit PartsGeek. Here you can find a
stock exhaust pipe or an S 10 performance exhaust for your truck and at a discount. Read more
reviews. Catalog: B. Features: Manufactured from aluminized steel for durability Manufactured
with precision benders for easy installation Designed to perform and fit like original equipment
Features OEM routings for hassle free installation OE-style connectors and hangers where
applicable Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: N. Catalog:
A. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet S Catalog: C. Catalog: P. All Wheel Bases. Our Kits will convert
your single exhaust system to a dual exhaust system with a Performance muffler that will give
your truck the look, sound and performance you have been searching for!! Our kits are fully
customizable so you control how much you spend. Our kits are easy to install , Most jobs take 1
afternoon and basic hand tools. Fits regular, extended or quad cab trucks. Fits long or short
beds. This auction consists of the following:. We promise to never spam you, and just use your
email address to identify you as a valid customer. Showing reviews of 23 Next. The exhaust kit
was pretty well made, and came with lots of clamps, heavy duty hangers, and hardware.
Shipping was really quick. The worst thing I could say about it is the tailpipes are about a foot
too short. I'm a little annoyed that I have to go buy additional pipe to clear the back bumper. All
in all, it's a great deal for people who don't mind getting their hands dirty, and the price can't be
beat. The truck sounds pretty nice, too. Quality kit , with all parts , including , hangers , clamps ,
and even all the bolts you'll need. Very happy with the kit , the only downfall would be that the
pipes should be welded at the joints , because just clamping the is not good enough , they are
still loose and will move , not a big deal , but something to remember. Make no mistake, it's a
quality product, however, my kit had no reducer or connector, therefore a trip to the parts store
and further expenditure. Also, there was no paperwork or diagram. Of course all of this was
discovered after I cut off my old exhaust. Worked my way through the puzzle and am ok with the
product as mentioned. Despite numerous emails and messages through their system and
Facebook no help was offered as promised. Posts were removed from FB. Searches on Google
regarding public reviews reveals they spend a lot of time removing them I expect this one will
be removed as well. Seems to me they should spend more time on service than ass covering.
Can't be more pleased with the product I've received. It got here reasonably quick, It wasn't
damaged at all. It sounds great on my 95 Silverado. The fit was great but there was an error In
the muffler. The inlet side was 3 inches and my exhaust is 2. What I believe happened is the kit
was set for my model truck with a V-8 when I have a 6. The small error is fixed easily and I'm still
happy with not only the end results but also the money I saved. Thank You. Looks great on the
truck. Very easy to install. It was a little rough for one person to put on but I got err done! A
good sound and good price. Good to work with themas well. Kit came in quickly, everything was
there. Haven't got to put it on yet but I'm hoping it will be loud and obnoxious, super 10 flow
master. If I get dirty looks and the finger when I pass people it will be exactly what I was looking
for. You may return most new, unopened items within 30 days of delivery for a full refund. We'll
also pay the return shipping costs if the return is a result of our error you received an incorrect
or defective item, etc. You should expect to receive your refund within four weeks of giving your
package to the return shipper, however, in many cases you will receive a refund more quickly.
This time period includes the transit time for us to receive your return from the shipper 5 to 10
business days , the time it takes us to process your return once we receive it 3 to 5 business
days , and the time it takes your bank to process our refund request 5 to 10 business days. If
you need to return an item, simply login to your account, view the order using the "Complete

Orders" link under the My Account menu and click the Return Item s button. We'll notify you via
e-mail of your refund once we've received and processed the returned item. We can ship to
virtually any address in the world. Note that there are restrictions on some products, and some
products cannot be shipped to international destinations. When you place an order, we will
estimate shipping and delivery dates for you based on the availability of your items and the
shipping options you choose. Depending on the shipping provider you choose, shipping date
estimates may appear on the shipping quotes page. Please also note that the shipping rates for
many items we sell are weight-based. The weight of any such item can be found on its detail
page. To reflect the policies of the shipping companies we use, all weights will be rounded up to
the next full pound. See 1 more picture. Your choice of muffler brand. Tip Options:. Buy in bulk
and save. This auction consists of the following: Performance muffler of your choice. Two
prebent, aluminized steel tailpipes. Features mandrel bent tail pipes for higher flow!!!! These
percent welded mufflers are constructed from aluminized steel and finished with a
high-temperature gray coating for durability. Cherry Bomb Extreme mufflers are non-reversible
due to their custom-tuned flow design and are intended for off-road and racing applications.
Cherry Bomb Vortex mufflers feature a patented flow divider design with high-temperature
fiberglass packing that increases exhaust flow and adds an aggressive exhaust note. These are
percent welded, black aluminized steel mufflers. Cherry Bomb Vortex mufflers are perfect for
adding a more aggressive sound to your car, truck, or SUV. Cherry Bomb Pro mufflers feature a
unique wing plate design that improves your exhaust system's flow and sound characteristics.
Cherry Bomb Pro mufflers are non-reversible due to their custom-tuned flow design, and their
standard body size allows them to work with most car and truck applications. Looking for the
most aggressive sound in the Flowmaster muffler line? Then take a look at these 40 series
Flowmaster mufflers. Designed for use on street and strip vehicles, they take the sound waves
produced in the exhaust, and cancel them against angled baffles built into the muffler case. This
improves both horsepower and fuel economy. Best of all, these Flowmaster mufflers allow you
to hear that cool Flowmaster tone inside of the vehicle, as well as outside of it. So, if you want
more power and less noise, then you've gotta get these Flowmaster mufflers. Flowmaster Super
44 mufflers offer distinct advantages over original 40 Series mufflers, while using the same
technology as the Super 40 mufflers. The Super 44 mufflers deliver a deep, rich tone with an
improved flow path radius, optimum internal flow, and sound control engineering, all created
with Flowmaster's Delta Flow technology. The Super 44s are the most aggressive, deepest
sounding, highest performing 4 in. These American-made, all-black mufflers exceed OEM
specifications for use on street cars, race cars, and sport trucks. They are ideal when dynamic
sound, torque, and horsepower improvements are demanded in a smaller high performance
muffler. Their maximum performance and improved flow path will generate more torque and
power than ever before! If you really want to hear your exhaust system inside as well as outside
of your vehicle, then these Super 44 Flowmaster mufflers are for you. These Super 40
Flowmaster mufflers significantly outflow the older two-chamber mufflers. They help create
even more horsepower with less interior noise and a deeper exterior sound. These mufflers
feature a design patterned after Flowmaster's race mufflers, with a classic black case. These
Flowmaster mufflers far exceed older models on Dyno tests. They create a beautiful hot rod
sound, along with increased horsepower and gas mileage. So, if you want to get that hot rod
sound and add some horsepower, then these Flowmaster mufflers have you covered.
Flowmaster's new 50 series Delta Flow mufflers are designed to produce a mellow, deep sound.
They're milder on the outside of the vehicle than the 40 series mufflers, and significantly quieter
on the inside. These mufflers combine the increased horsepower and torque you've come to
expect from Delta Flow technology, with the performance sound and feel that Flowmaster is
famous for. These Flowmaster Super 10 series mufflers are intended for customers who desire
the loudest and most aggressive sound they can find. They are manufactured from gauge,
MIG-welded stainless steel and feature the same patented Delta Flow technology that is found in
Flowmaster's other Super series mufflers to deliver maximum performance. The Flowmaster
Super 10 series mufflers are intended only for off-road or race applications using mufflers.
MagnaFlow XL 3 chamber mufflers use a unique combination of large-diameter perforated
tubing and strategically placed sound baffles to reduce unwanted resonance and help your
engine create horsepower. The sound baffles tune the sound waves using calibrated tuning
gate openings that allow portions of the waves to pass through. These tuned waves reflect off
the back wall of the muffler and cancel out unwanted harsher sounds. The large-diameter
perforated core eliminates the flow restrictions of a louvered-style core. These mufflers will look
and sound just like the more expensive competitor. They are constructed from the same 14 ga
aluminized material but cost just a fraction as much. These little guys are very loud , They
sound just like the major competitors 1 chamber muffler but without the expense! Enter your

name: optional Enter the code below:. Returns Policy You may return most new, unopened
items within 30 days of delivery for a full refund. Shipping We can ship to virtually any address
in the world. Customers also viewed. Add To Cart. Related Products. No Muffler. Flowmaster 40
Series Muffler. Flowmaster Super 44 Muffler. Cherry Bomb Extreme Muffler. Cherry Bomb Salute
Stainless Muffler. Magnaflow XL 3 Chamber Muffler. Y Pipe. Standard Rear Exit. Corner Exit 2.
Side Exit 2. No Tips. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Summary of Contents for Chevrolet S
Pickup Page 2 Table of Contents Introduction How to Use this Manual This section tells you
how to use your manual and includes safety and vehicle damage warnings and symbols.
Section 1 Seats and Restraint Systems This section tells you how to use your seats and safety
belts properly. Thanks for choosing a Chevrolet product. We value you as a member of the
Chevrolet family. We want to assure you of our continuing interest in your pleasure and
satisfaction with your vehicle. This will help you learn about the features and controls for your
vehicle. In the notice area, we tell you about something that can damage your vehicle. Many
times, this damage would not be covered by your warranty, and it could be costly. Page 9 Here
are some other symbols you may see: Hood Release Vlll You can also learn about some things
you should not do with air bags and safety belts. Seats and Seat Controls This section tells you
about the seats-how and down. Slide the seat to where you want it. Then release the lever and
try to move the seat with your body to make sure the seat is locked into place. To adjust the
seatback, lift the lever on the outer side of the seat. Release the lever to lock the seatback where
you want it. Page 14 Easy Entry Seat Extended Cab When you tilt the outside front passenger
seatback fully forward, the whole seat will slide forward. After someone gets into the rear seat
area, move the seatback to its original position. Then move the seat rearward until it locks. To
fold the jump seat down, pull down on the handle on the bottom of the seat until the seat is in
place, then move the seatback to a vertical position. Page 16 Your vehicle has a light that comes
on as a reminder to buckle up. In many states and Canadian provinces, the law says to wear
safety belts. If you do have know if it will be a bad one. Page 17 Get it up to speed. Then stop
the vehicle. The rider doesn't stop. The person keeps going until stopped by something. In a
real vehicle, it could be the windshield Page 18 With safety belts, you slow down as the vehicle
does. You get more time to stop. You stop over more distance, and your strongest bones take
the forces. Air bags are in many vehicles today and will be in more of them in the future. But
they are supplemental systems only; so they work with safety belts not instead of them. Page 20
2. Push the latch plate into the buckle until it clicks. Pull on the latch plate to make sure it is
secure. Page 21 The lap part of the belt should be worn low and snug on the hips, just touching
the thighs. In a crash, this applies force to the strong pelvic bones. If you slid under it, the belt
would apply force at your abdomen. In a crash you would move forward too much, which could
increase injury. The shoulder belt should fit against your body. The belt is buckled in the wrong
place. The shoulder belt is worn under the arm. It should be worn over the shoulder at all times.
In a crash, your body would move too far forward, which would increase the chance of head and
neck injury. The belt is twisted across the body. To unlatch the belt, just push the button on the
buckle. The belt should out of the way. Before you close the door, be sure the belt is out of the
way. If you slam the door on it, you can damage both the belt and Your vehicle has an air bag
for the driver. The light tells you if there is an electrical problem. Page 27 When should an air
bag inflate? The air bag is designed to inflate in moderate to severe frontal or near-frontal
crashes. Page 28 How does an air bag restrain? In moderate to severe frontal or near-frontal
collisions, even belted occupants can contact the steering wheel. The air bag supplements the
protection provided by safety belts. Page 29 Your vehicle is equipped with a diagnostic module,
which records information about the air bag system. Let only qualified technicians work on your
air bag system. Page 31 The best way to protect the fetus is to protect the mother. For pregnant
women, as for anyone, the key to making safety belts effective is wearing them properly. Page
32 When you sit in a center seating position, you have a lap safety belt, which has no retractor.
To make the belt longer, tilt the latch plate and pull it along the belt. Buckle, position and
release it the same way as the lap part of a lap-shoulder belt. And they can strike others in the
vehicle who are wearing safety belts. Each jump seat has a lap belt with no retractor. To make
the belt longer, tilt the latch plate a little and pull the belt. Page 34 To make it shorter, pull the
belt as shown until it is snug. Make sure the release button on the buckle is positioned so you
would be able to unbuckle the safety belt quickly if you ever had to. Page 35 Page 36 Child
Restraints Be sure to follow the instructions for the restraint. You may find these instructions
on the restraint itself or in a booklet, or both. These restraints use the belt system in your
vehicle, but the child also has to be secured within the restraint to help reduce the chance
instructions that come with the infant or child restraint will show you how to do that. See the
earlier part about the top strap if the child restraint has 1. Page 38 4. The child restraint
instructions will show you how. Buckle the belt. Make sure the release button is positioned so

you would be able to unbuckle the safety belt quickly if you ever had to. See the earlier part
about the top strap if the child restraint has one. Page 40 3. Page 41 6. To tighten the belt, feed
the shoulder belt back into the retractor while you push down on the child restraint. Push and
pull the child restraint in different directions to be sure it is secure. To remove the child
restraint, just unbuckle the vehicle's safety belt and let it go back all the way. Here a child is
sitting in a seat that has a lap-shoulder belt, but the shoulder part is behind the child. If the child
wears the belt in this way, in a crash the child might slide under the belt. Page 44 Checking Your
Restraint Systems Now and then, make sure all your belts, buckles, latch plates, retractors,
anchorages and reminder systems are working properly. Look for any other loose or damaged
restraint system parts. If you see anything that might keep a restraint system from doing its job,
have it repaired. Page 45 Notes Also explained are the instrument panel and the warning
systems that tell you if everything is working properly and what to do if you have a problem. A
child or others could be badly injured or even killed. They could operate power windows or
other controls or even make the vehicle move. But you can have a lot of trouble getting into
your vehicle if you ever lock your keys inside. You may even have to damage your vehicle to get
in. So be sure you have extra keys. Page 49 Door Locks There are several ways to lock and
unlock your vehicle: From the outside: Use your key. If your vehicle has power door locks, push
LOCK on the power door lock switch on the door armrest. This switch will lock all the doors at
once. Page 51 Tailgate Removal Leaving Your Vehicle lr you are leaving the vehicle, take your
keys, open your door and set the locks from inside. Then get out and close the door. Keyless
Entry System If your vehicle has this option, you can lock and unlock your doors from up to 30
feet 9 m away using the key chain transmitter supplied with your vehicle. Page 52 Should
interference to this system occur, try this: Check to determine if battery replacement is
necessary. See the instructions on battery replacement. Check the distance. You may be too far
from your vehicle. This product has a maximum range. Check the location. Other vehicles or
objects may be blocking the signal. Page 53 Your transmitter housing snaps apart for ease in
battery replacement. To open the housing: 3. Remove and replace the batteries with two
Duracell -type batteries DL or equivalent , positive side down. Align and snap together the back
and top transmitter housings. Theft Vehicle theft is big business, especially in some cities. Page
54 Parking at Nlght Park in a lighted spot, close all windows and lock your vehicle. Remember
to keep your valuables out of sight. Put them in a storage area, or take them with you. Page 55
Ignition Switch Use your key to start your vehicle. The key lets you turn the ignition switch to
five different positions. To get into ACC, push in the key you. If it is, then turn the steering wheel
left and right while you turn the key hard. But turn the key only with your hand. Page 57 To
Remove the Key On manual transmission vehicles, turn the key to the LOCK position while
pressing the key release button down at the same time. Pull the key straight out. On automatic
transmission vehicles, turn the key to LOCK and pull it straight out. Page 58 2. Try pushing your
accelerator pedal all the way to the floor and holding it there as you hold the key in START for
about three seconds. If you add electrical parts or accessories, you could change the way the
fuel injection system operates. Before adding electrical equipment, check with your dealer. If
you ever have to have your vehicle towed, see the part of this manual that tells how to do it
without damaging your vehicle. You'll get easier starting and better fuel economy during engine
warm-up. Usually, the coolant heater should be plugged in a minimum of four hours prior to
starting your vehicle. To use the coolant heater: 1. How long should you keep the coolant heater
plugged in? The answer depends on the weather, the kind of oil you have, and some other
things. You can use it on very steep hills, or in deep snow or mud. Press the clutch pedal back
down. Then, slowly let up on the clutch pedal as you press the accelerator pedal. Page 67 While
accelerate, it is normal for the light to go quickly change the position you downshift. FourWheel Drive Vehicles Only: If your vehicle has four-wheel drive and is equipped with a manual
transmission, disregard the shift light when the transfer case is in 4LO. Locking Rear Axle If you
have this feature, your rear axle can give you additional traction on snow, mud, ice, sand or
gravel. You may have to replace them, and you could also damage other parts of your vehicle.
Page 69 Pull the lever toward you. Move the lever up as far as it will go. Page 71 Things that can
burn could touch hot exhaust parts under your vehicle and ignite. It can cause
unconsciousness and death. But if you ever have to, here are some things to know. To shift out
of two-wheel drive and into four-wheel drive, move the transfer case shift lever to 4HI or 4LO.
You should use 2HI for most normal driving conditions, however. Page 74 The front axle portion
of the diagram on the indicator will light up when you shift into four-wheel drive. If the pattern
does not light up, or if the front axle lights do not go out after you shift out of four-wheel drive,
have your dealer check your system. Page 75 Use these switches to shift into and out of
four-wheel drive. You can choose among three driving settings: This setting is for driving in
most street and highway situations. Your front axle is not engaged in two-wheel drive. This

setting engages your front axle to help drive your vehicle. Use 4HI when you need extra traction,
such as on snowy or icy roads, or in most off-road situations. On automatic transmission
equipped vehicles: If your transfer case does not shift into 4L0, your transmission indicator
switch may require adjustment. Lightly tap the switch to open the window slightly. The express
down feature can be interrupted at any time by pressing the up arrow end of the switch. Page 78
Sliding Rear Window Your vehicle may have a sliding rear window. When you close the window,
be sure the latch catches. Page 79 Tilt Wheel Option You can raise it to the highest level to give
your legs more room when you enter and exit the vehicle. To tilt the wheel, hold the steering
wheel and pull the lever. Move the steering wheel to a comfortable level, then release the lever
to lock the wheel in place. When the turn is finished, the lever will return automatically. To
signal a lane change, just raise or lower the lever until the green arrow starts to flash. Hold it
there until the wipers start, then let go. The wipers will stop after one wipe. If you want more
wipes, hold the band on MIST longer. To change the headlamps from low beam to high or high
Page 82 You can set the wiper speed for a long or short delay between wipes. This can be very
useful in light rain or snow. Turn the band to choose the delay time. The closer to LO, the
shorter the delay. For steady wiping at low speed, turn the band away from you to the LO
position. Otherwise the washer fluid can form ice on the windshield, blocking your vision. Water
can cause the solution to freeze and damage your washer fluid tank and other parts of the
washer system. Page 84 If you have an automatic transmission and you apply your brakes, the
Cruise Control will shut off. This, of course, shuts off the Cruise Control. Each time you do this,
your vehicle will go about 1 mph 1. Page 87 Using Cruise Control on Hills well your Cruise
Control will work on hills depends upon your speed, load, and the steepness of the hills. When
going up steep hills, you may want to step on the accelerator pedal to maintain your speed.
When going downhill, you may have to brake or shift to a lower gear to keep your speed down.
Page 88 Push the top switch with the parking lamps symbol on it to turn Parking Lamps
Sidemarker Lamps Taillamps License Plate Lamps Instrument Panel Lamps Transfer Case
Indicator Light if you have one Push the bottom switch with the master lighting symbol on it to
turn on all the lamps listed above as well as the headlamps. Remember, fog lamps alone will not
give off as much light as your headlamps. Never use your fog lamps in the dark without turning
on your headlamps. Fog lamps will go off whenever your high beam headlamps come on.
Several countries, including Canada, require DRL. Page 91 Dome Lamp Mirrors Inside Mirror If
your vehicle has optional map lamps, they will automatically come on for approximately 20
seconds when either front door is opened or unlocked with the Keyless Entry system, if so
equipped, or until the ignition is turned to RUN or ACC. Page 92 Outside Mirrors Some mirrors
are manually adjustable, and some mirrors come with an optional remote control adjustment
switch. Find the switch on the driver's door armrest. If you have the manually adjustable mirror,
you can fold it before entering a carwash. Sun VisorsNanity Mirrors To block out glare, you can
swing down the top and bottom visors. You can also swing the bottom visor from side to side.
Page 94 Accessory Power Outlets Option These circuits are protected by a fuse and have
maximum current levels. Always turn off any electrical equipment when not in use. Leaving
electrical equipment on for extended periods will drain your battery. If you do, cigarettes or
other smoking materials could set them on fire causing damage. To remove the ashtray, push
down release tab on the panel under the metal cover and remove the ashtray. Storage
Compartments The ashtray must be completely pulled out Page 96 Two cup depressions are
provided for your convenience, but the glovebox should not be open while driving. Cupholders
are on the front of split-bench seats. Squeeze the latch at the front of the cupholder and pull it
straight out. The liner removes for easy cleaning and the cupholder is Page 97 Some vehicles
may have a storage pocket on the back bench seats. A storage compartment under your radio
may be used to hold small items. You will find a storage pocket on each of the front doors.
Vents 2. Instrument Cluster 3. Air ConditionerLHeater 4. Glove Box 5. Sound System 6. Power
Aux Outlets Optional 6. Cigarette Lighter lnstrument Cluster Your instrument cluster is
designed to let you know at a glance how your vehicle is running. Page 99 Speedometer and
Odometer Your odometer shows how far your vehicle has been driven, in either miles used in
the U. It will show silver lines between the numbers if someone tries to turn it back. Page Trip
Odometer Standard Cluster The trip odometer can tell you how far your vehicle has been driven
since you last set the trip odometer to zero. Make sure the button is completely depressed. TO
set the trip odometer to zero, completely push the button near the readout. Page Normal
operating range shows your engine speed during normal driving conditions. For example, when
the needle points to 2, it means the engine is running at 2, revolutions per minute rpm. The
tachometer needle will vary all the time that the engine is running. The red warning range tells
you that your engine speed is reaching its upper limits. The safety belt light will also come on
and stay on for about 20 seconds, then it will flash for about 55 seconds. Then the light should

go out. This means the system is ready. If it stays on after your parking brake is fully released, it
means you have a brake problem. Page Indicator Lights Indicator lights go on when you use
your turn signals, change from low beam headlights to high beams, or when you use your
hazard flashers. The next few pages will also tell you about the indicator lights on your vehicle
and help you locate them. This system is called OBD I1 On-Board Diagnostics-Second
Generation and is intended to assure that emissions are at acceptable levels for the life of the
vehicle, helping to produce a cleaner environment. Page Charging System lndicator Light It
should go out once the engine is running. If it stays on, or comes on while you are driving, you
may have a problem with the charging system. It could indicate that you have problems with a
generator drive belt, or another electrical problem. Page Headlamp High-Beam Indicator Light
Turn Signal and Lane Change Indicator Light This blue high-beam indicator light is above the
engine oil temperature gage on the instrument cluster and is on whenever you use your high
beam headlamps. If you have been operating your vehicle under normal driving conditions, you
should pull off the road, stop your vehicle and turn off the engine as soon as possible. Hot
Coolant Can Burn you Badly! In Problems explains what to do. If you do, your engine can
become so hot that be burned. Check your oil vehicle serviced. Fuel Gage Here are four things
that some owners ask about. Page Voltmeter Gage When the engine is running, the gage shows
the condition system. Readings between the low and high warning zones indicate the normal
operating range. Readings in the low warning zone may occur when a large number of electrical
accessories are operating in the vehicle and the engine is left at an idle for an extended period.
Page Trailer Wiring Harness Your vehicle may have either a 5-wire or 7-wire harness. The 5-wire
harness is stored under your vehicle, along the left rear frame crossmember. The harness has
no connector, and you should have a qualified service person wire your harness for you. Be
sure to read about the particular system supplied with your vehicle. Comfort Controls Heater
Controls The switch with the fan symbol changes the fan speed. Page The lower knob changes
the heater function and determines which outlets the air will flow through instrument panel,
defroster, heater, etc. This setting turns off all heating functions. Some outside air will still come
out of the heater outlet whenever the vehicle is moving forward. VENT - Airflow is through the
instrument panel vents. Page The lower knob selects the heater or air conditioning function and
determines which outlets the air will flow through instrument panel, defroster, heater, etc. Page
Ventilation System Your vehicle's ventilation system supplies outside air to the inside of your
vehicle when it moving. With the side windows closed, air will flow into the front air inlet grilles,
through the vehicle, and out the rear air exhaust valve. Page You can move the vents to direct
the flow of air, or close the vents altogether. When you close of any vents that are open. Audio
Systems Your Delco audio system has been designed to operate easily and give years of
listening pleasure. But you will get the most enjoyment out of it if you acquaint yourself with it
first. Turn it to control the volume. Press it to display the time when the ignition is off. Page The
four pushbuttons let you return to favorite stations. Tune in the desired station. Press the SET
button. Press it to display the time Press it to change between the clock and the radio station
frequency displayed when the radio Press it to change sides of a tape when Balance Page
Repeat these steps for each pair of buttons. Adjust the BASS lever to give a pleasing sound to
your ear. Page Pushbuttons The four pushbuttons let you return to favorite stations. To set the
pushbuttons for up to fourteen favorite stations 7 AM and 7 FM : 1. Push the SET button. Page
The five pushbuttons let you return to favorite stations. Pushbuttons They are also used when
you play a disc. To set the pushbuttons for up to ten favorite stations 5 AM and 5 FM : 1. Page
Press RCL to see what track is playing. Press it again within seconds to see how long it has
been playing. The track number also appears when you change the volume or when a new track
starts to play. Page To Lock The System: 1. Write down any 6 digit number and keep it in a safe
place. Turn the ignition to the 3. Press the PWR knob to turn the radio off. Press the 1 and 4
buttons together. Hold them down until on the display. Enter the first three digits of the code
following steps 6 and 7 of the preceding paragraphs To Lock the System. If to do it properly.
Page A scrubbing action cleaner cassette is available through your retailer SPO Cassettes are
subject to wear and the sound quality may degrade over time. Always verify that the cassette
tape is clean before obtaining service on your tape player. Page Notes Defensive Driving The
best advice anyone can give about driving is: Drive defensively. Please start with a very
important safety device in your vehicle: Buckle up. Page Assume that pedestrians or other
drivers are going to be careless and make mistakes. Anticipate what they might do. Be ready for
their mistakes. Rear-end collisions are about the most preventable of accidents. Yet they are
common. Allow enough following distance. Page According to the American Medical
Association, a pound 82 kg person who drinks three ounce ml bottles of beer in an hour will end
up with a BAC of about 0. Page The body takes about an hour to rid itself of the alcohol in one
drink. Page Braking Braking action involves perception time and reaction time. First, you have

to decide to push on the brake pedal. Then you have to bring up your foot and do it. It might be
less with one driver and as long as two or three seconds or more with another. Page Here's how
anti-lock works. Let's say the road is wet. You're driving safely. Suddenly an animal jumps out
in front of you. You slam on the brakes. Here's what happens with ABS. A computer senses that
wheels are slowing down. With four-wheel anti-lock: If one of the wheels is about to stop rolling,
the computer will separately work the brakes at each front wheel and at the rear wheels. Just
hold the brake pedal down and let anti-lock you. On vehicles with four-wheel drive, your
anti-lock brakes work at all times whether you are in two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Page
surface makes it possible for the vehicle to change its path when you ,turn the front wheels.
Page An emergency like this requires close attention and a quick decision. But you have to act
fast, steer quickly, and just as quickly straighten the wheel once you have avoided the object.
Page Passing The driver of a vehicle about to pass another on a two-lane highway waits for just
the right moment, accelerates, moves around the vehicle ahead, then goes back into the right
lane again. A simple maneuver? Not necessarily! Passing another vehicle on a two-lane
highway is a potentially dangerous move, since the passing vehicle occupies the same lane as
oncoming traffic for several seconds. Page Try not to pass more than one vehicle at a time on
two-lane roads. Reconsider before passing the next vehicle. Even though the brake lamps are
not flashing, it may be slowing down or starting to turn. Page Remember: If you have the
four-wheel anti-lock braking system, it helps avoid only the braking skid. The rear-wheel
anti-lock braking system helps avoid only a rear braking skid. In a braking skid where the front
wheels are no longer rolling , release enough pressure on the brakes to get the front wheels
rolling again. The heaviest things should be on the load floor and forward of your rear axle. Put
heavier items as far forward as you can. Off-road driving does require some new and different
driving skills. Tune your senses to different kinds to constantly sweep the terrain for
unexpected obstacles. Unseen or hidden obstacles can be hazardous. Often these obstacles are
hidden by grass, bushes, snow or even the rise and fall of the terrain itself. Steepness can be
hard to judge. On a very small hill, for example, there may be a smooth, constant incline with
only a small change in elevation where you can easily see all the way to the top. Page Ease up
on your speed as you approach the top Attach a flag to the vehicle to make you more visible to
approaching traffic on trails or hills. Your vehicle will roll backwards very quickly and you could
go out of control. Instead, apply the regular brake to stop the vehicle. Then apply the parking
brake. Will I be able to maintain vehicle control? Hard-packed dirt? Are there hidden surface
obstacles? Is there a hidden creek bank or even a river bottom with large rocks? Page Am I
likely to stall when going downhill? Stop your vehicle by applying the regular brakes. Apply the
parking brake. What should If you feel your vehicle starting to slide sideways, turn downhill.
This should help straighten out the vehicle and prevent the side slipping. Page Driving through
rushing water can be dangerous. Deep water can sweep your vehicle downstream and you and
your passengers could drown. Page Here some tips on night driving. Drive defensively. Adjust
your inside rearview mirror to reduce the glare from headlights behind you. Page Driving in the
Rain Rain and wet roads can mean driving trouble. Page Hydroplaning Hydroplaning is
dangerous. So much water can build up under your tires that they can actually ride on the
water. When your vehicle is hydroplaning, it has little or no contact with the road. Page City
Driving One of the biggest problems with city streets is the amount of traffic on them. Here are
ways to increase your safety in city driving: Know the best way to get to where you are going.
Page Freeway Driving Mile for mile, freeways also called thruways, parkways, expressways,
turnpikes, or superhighways are the safest of all roads. But they have their own special rules.
The most important advice on freeway driving is: Keep up with traffic and keep to the right.
Page The exit ramp can be curved, sometimes quite sharply. Reduce your speed according to
your speedometer, not to your sense of motion. After driving for any distance at higher speeds,
you may tend to think you are going slower than you actually are. Page Then here are some
tips: Make sure your vehicle is well ventilated, with interior. Keep your eyes moving. Scan the
road ahead and to the sides. Check your mirrors and your instruments frequently. If you get
sleepy, pull off the road into a rest, service, or parking area and take nap, get some exercise, or
both. Page Know how to go uphill. You may want to shift down to a lower gear. The lower gears
help cool your engine and transmission, and you can climb the hill better. Stay in your own lane
when driving on two-lane roads in hills or mountains. Page Include an ice scraper, a small brush
or broom, a supply of windshield washer fluid, a rag, some winter outer clothing, a small shovel,
a flashlight, a red cloth, and a couple of reflective warning triangles. And, if you will be driving
under severe conditions, include a small bag of sand, a piece of old carpet or couple Page Your
anti-lock brakes improve your ability to make a hard stop on a slippery road. Allow greater
following distance on any slippery road. Page Run your engine only as long as you must. This
saves fuel. When you run the engine, make it go a little faster than just idle. That is, push the

accelerator slightly. This uses less fuel for the heat that you get and it keeps the battery
charged. Page Power Winches If you wish to use a power winch on your vehicle, only use it
when your vehicle stationary or anchored. Page Release the parking brake only after the vehicle
being towed is firmly attached to the tow vehicle. Insert the ignition key into the ignition switch
and turn it one notch forward of the LOCK position. This places the key into the OFF position,
which unlocks the steering column while preventing battery drain. To find out the actual loads
on your front and rear axles, you need to go to a weigh station and weigh your vehicle. The
planks must be inserted in the pickup box depressions. When you weigh your trailer, be sure to
include the weight of everything you put in it. Page Truck-Camper Loading Information Open
your glove box and look for this label: This label will tell you if your vehicle can carry a slide-in
camper, how much of a load your vehicle can carry, and how to spread out your load the right
way. Use rear edge of load floor for measurement purposes. Page If your slide-in camper and its
load weigh gravity zone for your vehicle may be larger. Your dealer can help you make a good
vehicle-camper match. To pull a trailer correctly, follow the advice in this part, and see your for
important information about towing a trailer with your vehicle. Your engine, axle or other parts
could be damaged. Then, during the first miles drive over 50 mph 80 helps your engine and
other parts of your vehicle wear in at the heavier loads. Page Safety Chains You should always
attach chains between your vehicle and your trailer. Cross the safety chains under the tongue of
the trailer so that the tongue will not drop to the road if it becomes separated from the hitch.
Instructions about safety chains may be provided by the hitch manufacturer or by the trailer
manufacturer. Page Following Distance Stay at least twice as far behind the vehicle ahead as
driving your vehicle without a trailer. This can help you avoid situations that require heavy
braking and sudden turns. Page Driving On Grades Reduce speed and shift to a lower gear
before you start down a long or steep downgrade. On a long uphill grade, shift down and reduce
your speed to around 45 mph to reduce the possibility of engine and transmission overheating.
Apply your regular brakes and hold the pedal down while you: Start your engine; Shift into a
gear; and Release the parking brake. Let up on the brake pedal. Hazard Warning Flashers
Section Your hazard warning flashers let you warn others. They also let police know you have a
problem. Your front and rear turn signal lamps will flash on and off. Page To turn off the
flashers, push the button until the first click and release. The flashers will stop if you step on
the brake. Other Warning Devices If you carry reflective triangles, you can set one up at the side
about feet m behind your vehicle. Trying to start your vehicle by pushing or pulling it could
damage your vehicle, even if you have a manual transmission. If they do, you could get a shock.
The vehicles could be damaged too. Before you connect the cables, here are some basic things
you should know. Positive will go to positive negative or a metal engine part. Connect it to the
positive terminal of the good battery. Now connect the black negative terminal. Page Now start
the vehicle with the good battery and run the engine for a while. Try to start the vehicle with the
dead battery. Page When your vehicle is being towed, have the key off. The steering wheel
should be clamped in a straight-ahead position with a clamping device designed for towing
service. Page Towing From the Front 5 - Use wheel lift or car-carrier equipment. Additional
ramping may be required for car-carrier equipment. Use safety chains and wheel straps. If your
vehicle has the four-wheel drive option, a dolly MUST be used under the rear wheels when
towing from the front. If your vehicle has the four-wheel drive option, a dolly MUST be used
under the front wheels when towing from the rear. Page If your engine catches fire because you
keep driving with no coolant, your vehicle can be badly damaged. The costly repairs would not
be covered by your warranty. Page If the coolant inside the coolant recovery tank is boiling,
don't do anything else until it cools down. The coolant level should be at the ADD mark. If it
isn't, you may have a leak in the radiator hoses, heater hoses, radiator, water pump or
somewhere else in the cooling system. If there seems to be no leak, start the engine again. See
if the fan speed increases when idle speed is doubled by pushing the accelerator pedal down.
Page When the coolant in the coolant recovery tank is at ADD, start your vehicle. If the overheat
warning continues, there's one more thing you can try. You can add the proper coolant mix
directly to the radiator, but be sure the cool before you do it. Page How to Add Coolant to the
Radiator 1. You can remove the radiator pressure cap when the cooling system, including the
radiator pressure cap and upper radiator hose, is no longer hot. Turn the pressure cap slowly to
the left until it first stops. If you hear a hiss, wait for that to stop. Page 2. Then keep turning the
pressure cap, but now push down as you turn it. Remove the pres sure cap. Fill the radiator with
the proper mix, up to the base of the filler neck. Then fill the coolant recovery tank to the ADD
mark. Page 7. By this time the coolant level inside the radiator filler neck may be lower. If the
level is lower, add more of the proper mix through the filler neck until the level reaches the base
of the filler neck. Page Engine Fan Noise This vehicle has a clutched engine cooling fan. When
the clutch is engaged, the fan spins faster to provide more air to cool the engine. In most every

day driving conditions the clutch is not engaged. This improves fuel economy and reduces fan
noise. Page Changing a Flat Tire If a tire goes flat, avoid further tire and wheel damage by
driving slowly to a level place. Turn on your hazard warning flashers. Flat Tire B. Blocked Tire
Page The following steps will tell you how to use the jack and change a tire. To remove your
jack cover, if you have one, turn the plastic wing Page Jack Storage Cover 1. Hub Cap Removal
Tool on some 4. Hub Cap Removal Tool on some models models 2. Cover Extended Cab 5. Bolt
3. Page Jacking Equipment 1. Wheel Wrench 2. Bracket 3. Jacking Instructions Tag Roll and
place tag behind the bracket after the tools are installed 4. Bolt Location Standard 5. Wheel
Blocks 7. Nut 8. Rubber Band 9. Always tighten the tire fully against the underside of the vehicle
when restowing. Underbody-Mounted Spare Tire 1. Hoist Assembly 3. Retainer When the tire
has been completely lowered, tilt the retainer at the end of the cable and pull it through the
wheel opening. Page Changing the Tire Start with the jacking equipment. Turn the jackhandle
clockwise. Page Your wheel nut caps may attach your hub cap to the wheel. Remove these If
you have just an aluminum or plastic molded hub cap, pry it off with the chisel end of your
wheel wrench. Some jack storage covers are equipped with a hub cap removal tool. Page Do not
jack up the vehicle with people in or near the vehicle. Position the jack under the vehicle. Spring
Hanger Hole Standard Pickups Your vehicle has a hole in the frame near each front wheel for
the jack. On standard pickups there is a hole in the spring hanger near each rear wheel for the
jack. Page NOTICE: Raising your vehicle with the jack improperly positioned will damage the
vehicle or may allow the vehicle to fall off the jack. Be sure to fit the jack lift head into the proper
location before raising your vehicle. Raise the vehicle by turning the jackhandle clockwise.
Page Remove any rust or dirt from the wheel bolts, mounting surfaces and spare wheel. Place
the spare on the wheel mounting surface. Never use oil or grease on studs or nuts. Your
accident. Page Put on the spare tire. Tighten each nut by hand until the wheel is held against
the hub. If a nut can't be turned by hand, use the wheel wrench and see your dealer as soon as
possible. Page Tightening Wheel Nut Use the wrench to tighten the wheel nuts firmly in a
criss-cross sequence as shown. Remove the wheel blocks. Storing the Jack and Spare Tire
Return the jack, wheel wrench and wheel blocks to the proper location behind the seat. Page 3.
Put the chisel end of the wheel wrench, on an angle, through the hole in the rear bumper and
into the hoist shaft. Turn the wheel wrench clockwise until the tire is raised against the
underside of the vehicle. If you spin the wheels too fast while shifting your transmission back
and forth, you can destroy your transmission. Your vehicle could be damaged and it would not
be covered by warranty. This section begins with service and fuel information, and then it
shows how to check important fluid and lubricant levels. There is also technical information
about your vehicle, and a part devoted to its appearance care. Page You should keep a record
with all parts receipts and list the mileage and the date of any service work Index. Fuel The 8th
digit of your vehicle identification number VIN shows the code letter for your engine. Page
knocking noise when you drive. Do not use leaded gasoline. With continuous use, spark plugs
can get fouled, the exhaust system can corrode, and your engine oil can deteriorate quickly.
Page To take off the cap, turn it slowly to the left counterclockwise. Be careful not to spill
gasoline. Clean gasoline from painted surfaces as soon as possible. When you put the cap back
on, turn it to the right until you hear a clicking noise. Then go to the front of the vehicle and
release the secondary hood release. Lift the hood, release the hood prop from its retainer and
put the hood prop into the slot Page Then just pull the hood down firmly to close. It will latch
when dropped from 10 12 inches Before closing the hood, be sure all the filler caps are on
properly. Then lift the hood to relieve pressure on the hood Prop. In order to get an accurate
reading, the oil must be warm and the vehicle must be on level ground. To Check Engine Oil
Pull out the dipstick and clean it with back in all the way. But you must use the right kind. This
part explains what kind of oil to use. Failure to use the proper oil can result in engine damage
not covered by your warranty. There is a special access door in the steering linkage shield
assembly located under the radiator support. Twist the screw to lock or unlock the door. Page
To remove the rectangular air cleaner filter for the 4. While reassembling the air cleaner
assembly, ensure that the air cleaner cover tabs are fully inserted into the slots in the air
cleaner housing. Page Automatic Transmission Fluid When to Check and Change A good time
to check your automatic transmission fluid level is when the engine oil is changed. Refer to the
Maintenance Schedule to determine when to change your fluid. Page To check
transmissionfluid cold: been sitting for eight hours or more with the engine off and is used only
as a reference. If it's colder than idle the engine longer. Check both sides of the dipstick, and
read the lower level. The fluid level must be the COLD area for a cold check cross-hatched area
for a hot check. However, the fluid in your manual transmission doesn't require changing. How
to Check Because this operation can be a little difficult, you may choose to have this done at
your GM dealership Service Department. Refer to the Maintenance Schedule to determine what

kind of fluid to use. Remove the filler plug. Add fluid at the filler plug hole. Add only enough
fluid to bring the fluid level up to the bottom of the filler plug hole. Too much water in the mix
can freeze and crack the engine, radiator, heater core and other parts. Some conditions, such as
air trapped in the cooling system, can affect the coolant level in the radiator. When engine is
warm, the level should be up to a little higher. To Add Coolant If you need more coolant, add the
proper mix at the coolant recovery tank. Add coolant mix at the recovery tank, but be careful not
to spill it. Page Thermostat Engine coolant temperature is controlled by a thermostat in the
engine coolant system. The thermostat stops the flow of coolant through the radiator until the
coolant reaches a preset temperature. When you replace your thermostat, an AC thermostat is
recommended. Power Steering Fluid When you replace your radiator pressure Page How To
Check Power Steering Fluid When the engine compartment is cool, unscrew the cap and wipe
the dipstick with a clean rag. Replace the cap and completely tighten it. Then remove the cap
again and look at the fluid level on the dipstick. The level should be at the the level up to the
mark. Page Refer to the Maintenance Schedule to determine when to check your brake fluid. To
Check Brake Fluid You can check the brake fluid without taking off the cap. Just look at the
windows on the brake fluid reservoir. The fluid levels should be above MIN. Brake fluid can
damage paint, so be careful not to spill brake fluid on your vehicle. Page Brake Pedal Travel See
your dealer if the brake pedal does not return to normal height, or if there is a rapid increase in
pedal travel. This could be a sign of brake trouble. Brake Adjustment Every time you make a
brake stop, your disc brakes adjust for wear. If your brake pedal goes down farther than normal,
your rear drum brakes may need adjustment. Page Contact your dealer to learn how to prepare
your vehicle for longer storage periods. Bulb Replacement Before you replace any bulbs, be
sure that all the lamps are off and the engine isn't running. Sealed Beam Headlamps 1. Remove
the screws from the headlamp retainer. Page 4. Plug in the new headlamp and put it in place.
Put the retainer on the headlamp and install and tighten the screws. Halogen Bulbs 2. Pull the
headlamp out and remove the retainer. Unplug and remove the headlamp. Page Composite
Headlamps 1. Open the hood. Remove the black protective caps from the removal pins at the
top of the radiator support. Use a hex socket to unscrew pins. Pull the headlamp lens assembly
out. Some vehicles may have side by side bulbs. Page 8. Put the headlamp lens assembly back
into the vehicle. Install and tighten the screws. Push the new bulb into the socket until 5. Put the
socket back into the parkinghum signal lamp assembly and turn it clockwise until it locks in
place. Rear Lamps 3. Holding the base of the bulb, pull the bulb straight out of the socket. Page
5. Pull the bulb out. Push the new bulb into the socket. Put the socket into the assembly and
turn the socket clockwise until it locks in place. Replace the assembly. Close the tailgate.
Accidental bumping can cause the arm to fall back and strike the windshield. Page Remove the
insert from the blade assembly. The insert has two notches at one end that are locked by
bottom claws of the blade assembly. At the notched end, pull the insert from the blade
assembly. Page Be sure that the notches are locked by the bottom claws. Make sure that all
other claws are properly locked on both sides of the insert slots. Claw in Notch 2. Correct
Installation 3. Incorrect Installation Put the blade assembly pivot in the wiper arm hook. Pull up
until the pivot locking tab locks in the hook slot. Page Lock Cylinders To be sure your locks
operate properly, they must be lubricated. Refer to the Maintenance Schedule to determine how
often to lubricate them and what type of lubricant to use. You should not penetrating oils
because they could wash out the factory installed lubricant and cause the lock to bind. Your
new vehicle comes with high quality tires made by a leading tire manufacturer. These tires are
warranted by the tire manufacturers and their warranties are delivered with every new vehicle. If
your spare tire is a different brand than your road tires, you will have a tire warranty folder from
each of these manufacturers. If your tires have too much air overinflati Unusual wear Bad
handling Page The purpose of regular rotation is to achieve more uniform wear for all tires on
the vehicle. The first rotation is the most important. After the tires have been rotated, adjust the
front and rear inflation pressures as shown on the CertificatiodTire label. The tread or sidewall
is cracked, cut or snagged deep enough to show cord or fabric. Page Uniform Tire Quality
Grading The following information relates to the system developed by the United States
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration which grades tires by treadwear, traction and
temperature performance. This applies only to vehicles sold in the United States. Treadwear The
treadwear grade is a comparative rating based on the wear rate of the tire when tested under
controlled conditions on a specified government test Page Warning: The temperature grade for
this tire is established for a tire that is properly inflated and not overloaded. Excessive speed,
underinflation, or excessive loading, either separately or in combination, can cause heat
buildup and possible tire failure. These grades are molded on the sidewalls of passenger car
tires. While the tires available as standard or optional equipment on General Motors vehicles
may vary with respect to these grades, all such tires meet General Motors performance

standards and have been approved for use on Used Replacement Wheels If you have other size
tires, use tire chains only where legal and only when you must. In many uses, these will damage
your vehicle: Alcohol Laundry Soap Always clean a whole trim panel or section. Mask
surrounding trim along stitch or welt lines. Mix Multi-Purpose Powdered Cleaner following the
directions on the container label. Page Fabric Protection Your vehicle has upholstery and carpet
that has been treated with Scotchgard" Fabric Protector, a 3M product. Scotchgard" protects
fabrics by repelling oil and water, which are the carriers this protection, you still need to clean
your upholstery and carpet often to keep it looking new. Page Cleaning Vinyl Use warm water
and a clean cloth. Rub with a clean, damp cloth to remove dirt. You may have to do it more than
once. Page Glass Glass should be cleaned often. Avoid placing decals on the inside rear
window, since they may have to be scraped off later. Page Finish Care Occasional waxing or
mild polishing of your vehicle by hand may be necessary to remove residue from the paint
finish. You can get GM approved cleaning products from your dealer. These brushes can take
the protective coating wheels. Tires To clean your tires, use a stiff brush with a tire cleaner.
When applying a tire dressing always take care to wipe off any overspray or splash from painted
surfaces. Page Underbody Maintenance Chemicals used for ice and snow removal and dust
control can collect on the underbody. If these are not removed, accelerated corrosion rust can
occur the underbody parts such as fuel lines, frame, floor pan, and exhaust system even though
they have corrosion protection. At least every spring, flush these materials from the underbody
with plain water. It appears on a plate in the front corner of the instrument panel, on the driver's
side. You can see it if you look through the windshield from outside your vehicle. Be sure that
this label is not removed from the vehicle. Page Headlamps The headlamp wiring is protected
by a circuit breaker in the light switch. An electrical overload will cause the lights to go on and
off, or in some cases to remain off. If this happens, have your headlamp wiring checked right
away. Windshield Wipers The windshield wiper motor is protected by a circuit breaker and a
fuse. After refill, the level MUST be rechecked. Page Air Conditioning Refrigerants Not all air
conditioning refrigerants system in your vehicle needs refrigerant, be sure the proper
refrigerant is used. Your vehicle needs these services to retain its safety, dependability and
emission control performance. Have you purchased the GM Protection Plan.? The Plan
sctpplem. You may drive very short distances only a few times a week. Or you may drive long
distances all the time in very hot, dusty weather. An Emission Control Service. Lubricate the
front suspension, ball joints, steering linkage and transfer case shift linkage, parking brake
cable guides, propshaft splines, universal joints, brake pedal springs, and clutch pedal springs
or every 6 months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule I 15, Miles 25 km
Change engine oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance
Schedule I 21, Miles km 3 5 Change engine oil and filter or every 3 monrns, whichever occurs
first. Page Maintenance Schedule I Miles 45 km 27, Change engine oil and filter or every 3
months, whichever occurs first. Replace fuel filter. Replace air cleaner filter. Replace filter more
often under dusty conditions. Rotate tires. Page Schedule Maintenance 36, Miles 60 km Change
engine oil and filter or every first. Page Maintenance Schedule I Miles 70 km 42, Change engine
oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule I 48, Miles
80 km Change engine oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance
Schedule I 51, Miles 85 km Change engine oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs
first. Replace filter more often under dl conditions. Inspect fuel tank, cap and lines for damage
or leaks. Inspect fuel cap gasket for any damage. Page Maintenance Schedule I 66, Miles km
Change engine oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance
Schedule I 72, Miles km Change engine oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs first.
Page Maintenance Schedule I 78, Miles km Change engine oil and filter or every 3 months,
whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule I 84, Miles km Change engine oil and filter
or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule I Miles km 90, Change
engine oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. Page 93, Miles km Change engine
oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule I 99, Miles
Change engine oil and filter or every 3 months, whichever occurs first. Page The services
shown in this schedule up to , miles km should be performed after , miles km at the same
intervals. Footnotes The California Air Resources Board has determined that the failure to
perform this maintenance item will not nullify the emission warranty or limit recall liability prior
to the completion of vehicle useful life. Page Maintenance Schedule II 15, Miles 25 km Change
engine oil and filter or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. Lubricate the front suspension,
ball joints, steering linkage and transfer case shift linkage, parking brake cable guides,
propshaft splines, universal joints, brake pedal springs, and clutch pedal springs or every 12
months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule II 30, Miles 50 km Change engine
oil and filter or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. Page 37, Miles 62 km Change engine oil

and filter or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. In hilly or mountainous terrain. Page
Maintenance Schedule 60, Miles km Change engine oil and filter or every 12 months, whichever
occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule II 67, Miles km Change engine oil and filter or every 12
months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule II 82, Miles km Change engine oil
and filter or every 12 months, whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance Schedule Continued
Replace spark plugs except 2. Windshield Washer Fluid Level Check the windshield washer
fluid level in the windshield washer tank and add the proper fluid if necessary. Page Before you
start, be sure you have enough room around the vehicle. NOTE: Do not use the accelerator
pedal, and be ready to turn off the engine immediately if it starts. Keeping your foot on the
regular brake, set the parking brake. Page Steering and Suspension Inspection Inspect the front
and rear suspension and steering system for damaged, loose or missing parts, signs of wear, or
lack of lubrication. Inspect power steering lines and hoses for proper hookup, binding, leaks,
cracks, chafing, etc. Exhaust System Inspection Inspect the complete exhaust system. Part E:
Maintenance Record After the scheduled services are performed, record the date, odometer
reading and who performed the service in the boxes provided after the maintenance interval.
Page Maintenance Record TO Page TOO0 Page Customer Assistance Information Here you will
find out how to contact Chevrolet if you need assistance. This section also tells you how to
obtain service publications and how to report any safety defects. This section includes
information on: The Customer Satisfaction Procedure, That is why we suggest you follow Step
One first if you have a concern. Both Chevrolet and your Chevrolet dealer are committed to
making sure you are completely satisfied with your new vehicle. Our experience has The BBB
will attempt to resolve the complaint serving as an intermediary between you and Chevrolet. If
this mediation is unsuccessful, an informal hearing will be scheduled where eligible customers
may present their case to an impartial third-party arbitrator. Toll-free telephone numbers for
ordering information United States. Recovery Hooks. Page Towing Page C Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. To transport the waste materials from th e car's
engine to the tailpipe is the main function of the Chevy Exhaust System. The tailpipe is found on
the rear portion of the system in which exhaust materials are brought out in the atmosphere.
For older models, exhaust has catalytic converter, one or two exhaust manifold and mufflers.
Manifolds are mounted on the cylinder head of the engine which serves as the path of the gas
from the exhaust ports on the cylinder head to the catalytic converter. A car's muffler is a
component of the exhaust system that reduces the sound produced as the car's exhaust is
vented into the atmosphere. Highly efficient mufflers provide easy passage of exhaust gases
although it may produce louder sounds. Straight through muffler and reverse-flow muffler are
just two of the varied muffler types. Reverse-flow mufflers are oval in shape with multiple pipes
and chambers. Muffling of the exhaust sound needs four chambers and one double jacket.
Exhaust gas produced is carried to the third chamber, directed back to the first chamber and
thrown out into the tailpipe. Straight through mufflers are made up of a central tube with several
openings that directs the gas into the outside chamber lined-up with insulating materials to trap
the noise. Latest car models use high-performance exhaust system with one or two mufflers
and tailpipes called cat-back exhaust or dual exhaust system. Improved breathing capacity is
improved using this type which also leads to greater horsepower production. Added piping,
mufflers and tailpipes are used which makes it easier for the exhaust to flow freely, decreases
backpressure and enhances the vehicle's driving mechanism. Due to improved breathing
capacity, less exhaust gases is left on the engine after every exhaust stroke. Thus there is
better space for extra air and fuel mixture to power the system. The car's exhaust system burns
petrol or diesel to keep the vehicle running; however, it can produce dangerous gases that can
harm the environment. Unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide are the common end
result pollutants of older petrol fuelled vehicles. Latest studies identified certain microscopic
particles produced during combustion process that can cause big negative effects on health.
Ozone is also one of the most harmful pollutants that results from the reaction of sunlight and
other polluted chemicals. Exhaust pollutants only become harmful when it exceeded the
standard level. To make sure that these vehicles continue to run as smoothly and as cleanly as
possible, one of the things drivers need to maintain or replace is their Chevrolet exhaust
system. Chevrolet is one of the most successful automotive brands under General Motors Co.
Like other auto manufacturers, Chevrolet relies on a vast network of third-party companies
referred to as OEMs or Original Equipment Manufacturers. OE replacement parts are
functionally equivalent to OEM parts. This means that they are designed to fit and function the
same as the part that you are replacing. OE replacement parts are a great alternative if you want
more options to choose from, faster shipping, and competitive pricing. Chevrolet vehicles,
particularly their line of trucks, have always been known for their reliability. As automotive

design continues to improve and innovate, more and more older models are being driven on the
road for longer than initially intended. These two brands produce parts that are used in vehicle
assembly, as well as aftermarket parts that are identical to genuine parts. During your search
for replacement exhaust system parts, you may have encountered the terms OEM and OE
replacement parts. Since more than one company can manufacture OE replacement parts,
vehicle owners have more options to choose from. If the part you need is currently not in stock
in one brand, you still have plenty of alternatives to choose from. Choosing OE replacement
parts can help you get back on the road faster because you can choose to buy from retailers
that offer faster shipping. OEM exhaust systems are generally more expensive than aftermarket
exhaust systems because they are licensed by GM. The products in our catalog have been
selected by industry professionals to ensure their quality. Although the farthest thing on your
mind when it comes to personal safety on the road or engine performance is your Chevy's
exhaust system, it's actually quite relevant and important in terms of either topic or both topics,
to be honest. Gases are created whenever your engine combusts air and fuel in order to run.
They then have to be vented from your engine through your car's respiratory and excretory
system, its exhaust system. With that in mind, what should you do in order to maintain your
Chevrolet exhaust system in such a way that it continues working properly every time? Here are
the answers. Your emissions system is actually related to what's indicated on your Check
Engine Light. If it's blinking or turned on, then there's probably a problem and sometimes it's
your exhaust that's undergoing shenanigans. Your OBD on-board diagnostics is the one that
monitors what's going on with your engine components, which includes your exhaust system.
Therefore, one dependable way of making sure everything is one the up and up with your
exhaust is by checking if there are any emissions-related error messages on your OBD
interface. In particular, this computer is a handy way of preemptively fixing exhausts problems
before they could worsen like issues of breaking down or deterioration. It can activate when
there's an oxygen sensor failure or bad catalytic converters. Depending on which state you live
in, your car, van, SUV, truck, or jeep will need to deal with emissions reduction or else you
might end up going over regulation limits on emission rates. You can fix your exhaust issues by
exhaust cleanup or having your mechanic take a look at your system in order to keep your
vehicle from becoming a gas belcher. To clean out your exhaust manifold, you need to detach it
from the system then brush it with lacquer using a toothbrush and an electric grinder to break
up the debris. As for exhaust tips, you need special cleaners like degreasers and metal
polishing soaps to get them spic-and-span. Your exhaust system is subject to lots of vibration,
high temperatures, and intense pressure. This is the recipe for disaster in the form of leak
development in various parts of your exhaust, from any of the tubes to the tailpipe. The exhaust
manifold is one of the first areas where leaks could develop. It's either the gasket starts to fail
and leak or the manifold itself might end up cracking under pressure. A lot of things could
happen. The different pipes in your exhaust system can also end up with leakages for various
reasons mostly due to pipe failure or corrosion due to road salt exposure , which you'll have to
seal up with gaskets too. Another important tip when it comes to preventive exhaust
maintenance is recognizing when certain parts of your system is failing and thusly repairing or
fixing them before they lead to total exhaust breakdown. In order for it to work superbly, your
emissions system requires a significant number of components all cooperating with each other
in total harmony. Even the supplemental parts have their important uses, from exhaust hangers
that secure your pipes to your car's underside to the bolts that hold them together. Even the
"little things" could lead to big problems if ignored. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
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n 11, Perfect Fit; Quality Product. Quality Parts, great price, fit perfectly on Nova. Purchased on
Sep 02, Flow Master Exhaust System. Received as a complete package with instructions easy to
follow. Was able to remove old system and install the new system within about 1 hr. Used the
clamp that was sent and did not weld pipes, just incase I wanted to remove easily. The system
has a nice tone outside, however, it is quite loud in the cab of the truck. Had to turn the radio a
few clicks just to hear the music. Just a note, this system has not increased power or increase
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